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Very informative After scanning this book, I decided to have a facelift
and I feel great. I'm 63 and feel 43. I also was not disappointed after
the lift in expecting the total reduction of wrinkles.you definitely
must read this publication before doing anything. for that you'll
require chemical peels or laser beam.Dr. I felt that the reserve was
very clear and honest. The internet is good 4 general info, but if you
would like to know about deciding on the best DR., evaluating
before/after photos than this reserve is usually 4 you. And you will not
find many doctors who will fully explain their techniques, make an
effort educate you, reply to your questions, or actually tell you what
questions you ought to be asking. You need to consider it with you and
work with it. It probably makes sense to get other books, but be sure to
buy this one, and now I understand why the writer called it a
"companion". Kotler's book prior to having surgery. I purchased Dr.
covers factors for operating facility options, the administration of
anesthesia, and the after-care patients should expect; VERY USEFUL
Secrets of a Beverly Hills Cosmetic Surgeon is crucial for anybody
seriously considering surgery. It made me experience more comfortable
and confident about choosing to have cosmetic surgery. I am thankful
that book was available. I am happy with the actual fact that I had a
clear route once I examine this book. Thank you. Excellent Read We
looked at all the books available available to help me consult with
plastic material surgeons, and frankly this is unique. I had bought a
couple of others which, while they were very good so far as the
background info and factual information about procedures, neither gave
me what I required. clarifies how exactly to assess medical costs;
Additionally, there are accompanying commentaries and before-and-after
pictures from real patients. Clear Path After considering having
cosmetic surgery for quite a long time, I thought it had been time for
me to accomplish some research. Five Stars Very informative and
entertaining publication about plastic surgery from a top cosmetic
surgeon in Beverly Hills. inexpensive experienced guide The good doctor
has written an informative book for all those of us just exploring the
thought of plasticsurgery. While his guidebook is well crafted and
concise, I was longing for a little more expansive help.I would suggest
this inexpensive reserve as a good starting point for anyone interested
in what plastic surgery can and may not do.what a great result!kotler
and learning how great he was,i continued amazon and found his book and
every one of the great reviews.Dr. must have after researching dr. This
book explains that lifts usually do not eliminate lines and wrinkles;i
am now 16 days post surgery and i am very pleased.i had a rhino and an
top eyelid. I spent many months researching cosmetic surgery and doctors
before selecting a doctor and agreeing with the task techniques he would
use. kotler.although many people are differant it had been very painful
and therapeutic is slow.but i've an ideal nose and my eye are great.you
must,i repeat must read this publication before having surgery. If Only



I'd go through `The Secrets of a Beverly Hills Cosmetic Surgeon' Ahead
of Surgery I wish I'd go through Dr.I did not need to just progress
without some education and choices on my side. If I'd known half the
important info in this book, I'd have been better informed, researched
differently, chosen a far more appropriate doctor, and, eventually,
avoided the poor cosmetic surgery I received. In any case, a must read
if you are looking for a plastic surgeon. Kotler's book describes how to
make the necessary choices when contemplating cosmetic surgery. His book
methods the reader through the process of selecting and consulting a
qualified doctor; explains common surgical procedures and their
distinctions, the viewing of before-and-after photos, and the necessity
of computer imaging; What I really wanted, and discovered was even more
essential than I thought, was questions to ask. Kotler's book, "Secrets
of A Beverly Hills COSMETIC SURGEON", and this opened my eyes. It will
make you a better-educated customer and allow you to make the most
informed research to choose the right cosmetic doctor. I wouldn't have
recognized to ask the questions that this book poses.That is an easy to
read book that covers all the fine points of plastic surgery.the only
reason i offered the book a 4 rating is because the pain and healing are
really underplayed by everyone including dr. Despite having my careful
study, there is so very much that Dr. Kotler's reserve educates the
reader on initial, that I didn't discover or grasp until after going
through my very own surgery.Enhancement of one's personal appearance
through cosmetic surgery should be a good matter, not a tragedy. The
risk of not making the best choice is too great. It just brings up
factors, that you wouldn't think about, but is essential 4 having an
effective surgery and making informed decisions.being in a fresh state
and not understanding anyone or anything we needed all the help i
possibly could get. Kotler's reserve ought to be required reading for
just about any one considering plastic surgery. along with treatments
for aging epidermis, FAQs about surgery, therefore much more. Very
informative & helpful guide to cosmetic surgery We was disappointed with
a couple of the other books about them because, in all honesty, they
didn't have very many before-and-after photo samples. A book without
photographs, frankly, is certainly low on its potential to greatly help
a consumer, for me. The Secrets reserve was loaded with before-and-after
photos with appropriate explanations, and I believe that is essential. I
thought the standard of the photos was extremely good, and that's also
very essential. I highly recommend this book.
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